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IT IS NOT “THE END”, ONLY THE END OF THE BEGINNING
(PHD STILL 1,5 YEARS MORE)
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ECOKNOW WAS MUCH MORE THAN ”JUST” RESEARCH IN AI,
IT WAS ABOUT CREATING TRUST BETWEEN HUMAN AND COMPUTER

Trusting 
data and AI
(Data and 
AI ethics)

A road map 
for
creating 
trustworthy 
AI

Understanding 
user behavior 
from hidden 
data

Using 
trustworthy 
AI to predict 
outcomes and 
actions

Intelligent 
compliance 
with the law 
and local 
procedures

Building and 
maintaining a 
trustworthy 
data science 
platform



TRUSTING DATA 
AND AI
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FROM THE BEGINNING DANISH MEDIA FOCUSED ON THE 
CHALLENGES IN AI PROJECTS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

https://politiken.dk/viden/Tech/art7202917/Algoritmer-skal-udpege-langtidsledige
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LEGAL REGULATIONS ARE COMING INTO PLACE
BUT IT AFFECT THE FUNDATION FOR AI/ML - DATA

Respect for human autonomy, 
prevention of harm, fairness and 
explicability.



A ROAD MAP FOR
CREATING 
TRUSTWORTHY 
AI
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CHALLENGE 1: TRUSTWORTHY AI 
NEED TO BUILD ON ALL RELEVANT DATA (PROCESS RELATED, FAIR 
AND UNBIASED) 
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CHALLENGE 2:
MAKE THE LEARNING PROCESS TRANSPARENT AND EXPLAINABLE
(GDPR, RIGHT TO EXPLANATION + COMING AI ACT)

https://www.darpa.mil/program/explainable-artificial-intelligence

Causality
and transparency

Reliable and fair

Model improvement

Black box
problem

https://www.darpa.mil/program/explainable-artificial-intelligence
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CHALLENGE 3:
CITIZEN DATA USED FOR TRAINING MUST BE ANONYMOUS
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CHALLENGE 4: DATA SCIENCE PLATFORM FOR TRUSTWORTHY 
AI (RELIABILITY AND EXPLAINABILITY)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/reference-architectures/ai/mlops-python

- Fairness

- Transparence

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/reference-architectures/ai/mlops-python


UNDERSTANDING 
USER BEHAVIOR 
FROM HIDDEN 
DATA
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DATA ABOUT USER BEHAVIOR ARE CREATED FROM MANY
”HIDDEN” SOURCES

Local procedures

The usage of the system

The law

Case workerCitizen

Audits

Audits
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PROCESS MINING HELP
UNDERSTANDING THE DATA

Process heat map, case management



USING 
TRUSTWORTHY AI 
TO PREDICT 
OUTCOMES AND 
ACTIONS
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Clustering and segmentation:
- identify case/citizen segments, task, cases that can be grouped together resulting in specific domains 
that can predict specific characteristics to these segments.

Predictive analysis:
• Friction points and bottlenecks prediction, foresee if, given a specific situation, new friction points 
and / or bottlenecks could arise in order to prevent them.
• Next task prediction: Which task will be executed next?
• Processes final state determination: ¿How will the process end? Which of the possible final tasks 
/states will the process end,
• Resource allocation: How many resources will the process need? Determine the number of 
resources needed to execute certain tasks and so reduce the task and overhead times below
bottleneck thresholds.
• Process variables dependency explanation. Identify which variables of the process are the ones who
have a bigger impact in the final outcome , allowing to act on them in order for better results.

MACHINE LEARNING CAN SOLVE MANY PROCESS RELATED
PROBLEMS
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USE PROCESS ANALYSIS TO PREPARE THE RIGHT DATA (EVENT 
LOG) TO BE ABLE TO USE MACHINE LEARNING ON HISTORIC DATA

Predict

Information JobActivity

Trained

Model

Recommend

History

Case worker
(recommend
and explain)

Citizen

?
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NEC LABS EUROPE FOCUS ON MULTI MODAL REPRESENTATIONS 
AND EXPLAINABILITY AND JOINED THE PROJECT

19
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ProcK Pipeline overview

raw data

(tabular/

relational)

event prediction 

& 

sequence

classification

event log

knowledge base
node

embeddings

csv2el

csv2kb

kblrn

transformer

based model
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_ 132 tables  → 132 entity types

_ 16.7 million lines  → up to 16.7 million entities

_ meta-Graph with 343 relations (from ForeignKeysMapping table)

_ Full Knowledge graph

▪ Tables not mentioned meta-graph are ignored

▪ Each line in a remaining table becomes a node

▪ Link to other nodes generated as specified in the meta-graph

▪→ ~14.7 million nodes

Knowledge Graph generation



INTELLIGENT 
COMPLIANCE 
WITH THE LAW 
AND LOCAL 
PROCEDURES
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OUTCOME OF PROCESS MINING
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Starting point for discussion:

• What steps are added/missing?

• Are we compliant?

• How flow looks for cases?

• How many process variants exists?

http://processminingbook.com/intro.html

ICSSP ’20, October 10–11, 2020, Seoul, Republic of Korea Hildebrandt, et al.

(a) Only receive notif ication is enabled ini tial ly. (b) Af ter executing receive notif ication.

(c) Executing special circumstances exist with value 1 (yes) (d) Af ter executing special circumstances exist with value 1 (yes)

Figure 2: Simulation of the DCR Graph formal izing Section 155 b from Part 27.

municipality, who work with cases concerning children and young

people below 18 years with general and special needs for support.

The e ort of digitalising the articles from CASScon rmed well-

known requirements from works on process compliance [23, 24, 33,

51]: it must describe what can be done (rights), what must be done

(obligations), and what should not happen (violations).

The collaboration with Syddjurs exposes both challenges and

opportunities for the DCR model and the vision of co-creation.

For instance, the CASSchanges roughly every 6 months and the

changes need to be operatialised in the context of the local poli-

cies in the municipality. For a traditional software development,

this is a major challenge. However, for user-driven co-creation

and model-driven software development, this is an opportunity:

end-user domain experts are excellently positioned to update mod-

els when the law changes. The technical challenge for DCR then

becomes how to enable such user-updates.

Asan answer to thischallenge, wedeveloped thehighlighter [32]

tool that supports identi cation of activities, roles and rules in law

texts and traceability between textual descriptions and declara-

tive process speci cations. Fig. 3 show the highlighter view of the

example graph from the previous section. The ve activities are

overlined (and highlighted blue) in the text and the role municipal

Figure 3: Highl ighter view of CASSSec 155b (1)-(2).

council is underlined (and highlighted green). Two relations have

also been highlighted (light orange) in the text. In the left hand side

all activities, roles.

The ideas behind the highlighter stem back to Paivio’sdual code

theory [45]: while process models are visual representations with a

The ideal model

(the law)

The derived model

http://processminingbook.com/intro.html
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